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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the task of sign language recognition at sentence
level is addressed. The idea of Sign Energy Image (SEI) and a
method of extracting Fuzzy-Gaussian Local Binary Pattern
(FzGLBP) features from SEI to characterize the sign are
explored. The suitability of interval valued type symbolic data
for efficient representation of signs in the knowledgebase is
studied. A Chi-square proximity measure is used to establish
matching between reference and test signs. A simple nearest
neighbor classification technique is used for recognizing
signs. Extensive experiments are conducted to study the
efficacy of the proposed system. A data base of signs called
UoM-ISL is created for experimental analysis.
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Pattern Recognition; Image processing, Sign language
Recognition, Symbolic data analysis.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Communication is an essential activity for human beings to
express their needs and feelings in their day-to-day life.
Natural languages have been evolved over several decades
and are used by normal people for communication. However,
differently abled (hearing impaired) people who are not able
to hear and speak cannot use natural languages as a medium
of communication. In order to overcome this limitation, the
community of hearing impaired people has practiced a
medium of communication using hand movements and facial
expression. This medium of communication is evolved
overtime, standardized to some extent and is called sign
language.
The sign language used by the hearing impaired people is not
fully understood by the community of people who use natural
language. Thus, there is a communication gap between the
normal and hearing impaired society. Several researchers have
made an attempt to minimize this gap through computer
vision technology. Pattern recognition and image processing
techniques have been explored to translate the sign into
natural language text. However, from the literature survey it is
evident that the work done in this direction is very less and it
is still at infant stage. Lot of challenges need to be addressed
to develop a complete automated system of sign language
recognition / interpretation. Most of the research work done
on sign language recognition is limited to fingerspelling /
word level recognition, which seems to be not feasible and
cumbersome. Since the signs made by the signers are very
abstract, it is difficult to extract them at fingerspelling or word
level. Thus, there is a need to map the signs to natural
language sentences. To the best of our knowledge, no

concrete work has reported in this direction. Also, there are
lots of challenges to be addressed in accomplishing the task.

2. RELATED WORKS
Several researchers have made an attempt to propose
automatic sign language recognition (SLR) system from the
past two decades. Many systems have been developed for
American [18, 41], Australian [31], Korean [34],
Arabic [1, 2, 3], British [9], Chinese [19], French [4], and
German [8, 16] sign languages. But no concrete work has
been reported for Indian Sign Language [ISL].
Several methods such as Elastic graph matching [44],
modified census transformation [30], weighted Eigenspace
size function [33], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [3],
weighted combination of geometric and appearance based
features such as the area, gravity center [8], moment based
size function [26], outline hand length and downscale
intensity directly extracted from images in video frames [45]
have been studied for user-independent hand posture
recognition.
Moments were also explored for static gesture sign
recognition. Zernike [22] and Pseudo-Zernike moments
features introduced in [11] were used for static gesture sign
recognition [24]. More recently, geometric and orthogonal
moments for view independent gesture classification were
introduced in [39]. The Tchebichef moments computed from
internal and external hand edges for hand shape representation
and hand posture recognition was reported in [15]. Kernel
principal component analysis (KPCA) and non-parametric
discriminant analysis (NDA) are applied to recognize
Australian Sign Language and use KPCA to detect
discriminated features from the KPCA feature space can be
found in [36].
In [32], segment and merge approach for subject independent
continuous sign language recognition was reported. Bayesian
network was used to segment the given continuous sign into
sub segments and a two layer CRF was used to merge and
recognize the sub segments. They used CyberGlove and
Polhemus FASTRACK database for their experiments.
Author’s dataset comprises of eight signers, in which seven
are deaf persons and one person is hearing person. A detailed
survey on automatic sign language analysis can be found in
[38].
A graph matching technique for recognizing continuous
gesture of Arabic Sign Language is proposed in [43]. In this
approach, gestures have been divided into elementary static
postures. The gestures, which represent alphabets or words,
are stored in the database as model graphs. An Algorithm
based on tree paradigm was used for graph and sub graph
isomorphism detection. They used 158 static postures
comprising of 50 dynamic gestures and achieved 80
percentage of recognition accuracy. A framework for sign
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language sentence recognition by commonsense context is
proposed in [29]. They considered a set of signs for Italian
Sign Language (ISL) for domestic applications. The proposed
framework is composed of three main steps: 1) sensorial input
is processed in order to obtain a feature vector by standard
image processing algorithms; 2) a Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) neural network is used to classify the single sign and
to provide a list of probable meanings; and 3) a commonsense
engine to choose the right meaning depending on the context
of the whole sentence. They conducted experiments on two
sets of signs consisting of 20 and 40 signs called
experiment-A and experiment-B respectively. They reported
83.30 percentage and 82.50 percentage of correct translating
sentences for experiment-A and experiment-B respectively.
From the literature survey, it is very much clear that several
researchers have proposed different models to address the
problem of automatic sign language recognition. Most of the
works reported in the literature have addressed the problem at
fingerspelling level [5, 12, 13, 17, 24, 35, 42] and few
attempts were made at word level [10, 14, 19, 27]. It can be
observed from the sign language that it is very abstract and it
is difficult for a signer to express sentences using
fingerspelling alphabets or words. Therefore, the problem
must be addressed at sentence level. Only few attempts [6, 7,
29, 32, 43] were made in this direction. However, the works
have not treated the entire sentence as a single unit. Also, a
practical continuous sign language recognition system needs
to be signer independent. In order to address the problem of
signer independent recognition system, it is necessary to
device a robust representation system, which is tolerant to
signer variations and yield good generalization; however, this
has not received much attention in the literature except the
work reported in [28, 45].
In view of this, in this research, an attempt has been made to
recognize the signs at sentence level. The proposed method
captures the variations in sign due to different signers or due
to different instances by exploring the concept of symbolic
data analysis [21, 25, 37] particularly the interval type data.
Also, in order to reduce the complexity of processing every
frame for feature extraction and keyframe selection for
representation, we propose to exploit the idea of Sign Energy
Image (SEI), which aggregates the entire video (sequence of
frames) into a single frame producing the texture image that
captures the signer variations in the form of varying intensity.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 presents
the proposed methodology including preprocessing,
segmentation of region of interest, generating SEI, feature
extraction and representation. Experimental results are
presented in section 4 followed by conclusion in section 5

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The Proposed sign language recognition system tries to
capture the hand movements of a signer by aggregating the
frames of the videos of sign into single frame called Sign
Energy Image (SEI). The pixel intensity of SEI varies
depending on the hand movements of a signer. The static and
dynamic information of a signer during signing is captured
through aggregated pixel intensities in SEI.
The pixel intensity captured through SEI is characterized by
exploring fuzzy Gaussian Membership function [40] with
LBP [23] texture model called Fuzzy Gaussian LBP texture
model. Interval-valued type symbolic feature vector have been
used to effectively represent the sign in the knowledgebase to
make the system more robust. A Chi-square symbolic
proximity measure is used to compute the dissimilarity

between test sign feature vector and reference sign feature
vector. A simple K-NN classification technique is applied to
recognize a given test sign as one among the reference sign in
the knowledgebase. An overview of the various stages of the
proposed sign language recognition system can be
schematically depicted as shown in Figure 1 and the following
subsections give a detailed description about the proposed
methodology.

Figure 1 Overview of the proposed sign language
recognition system.

3.1 Preprocessing
In any computer vision / image processing application,
preprocessing is an essential stage and plays a vital role. A
continuous sign made by a signer is captured through a
camera and is preprocessed to remove noise if any. All the
frames in a sign video are extracted by preserving their
sequence. Further, these frames are subjected to color
transformation from RGB to HSV. Skin region segmentation
is carried out as in [20] based on HSV color space. Series of
morphological operations are applied on the segmented frame
to produce more clear and noiseless hand and face regions of
a signer. Due to hand movements, horizontal alignment may
vary from frame to frame. In order to achieve the standard
size, a size normalization factor is introduced by super
imposing the resultant frame with actual frame size. It
includes proportionally resizing each binary image into actual
frame having the same height and width. Figure 2 shows an
example preprocessing and segmentation of region of interest.

Figure 2 Preprocessing and segmentation of region of
interest.

3.2 Sign Energy Images
A sign captured by the video contain several frames and the
number of frames varies from sign to sign. In many video
processing applications, it is not necessary to consider all the
frames for analysis / processing as the consecutive frames do
not differ significantly. In order to address this problem, idea
of key frame selection from videos is suggested by the
researchers. In some real-time video processing applications
like sign language recognition, several videos corresponds to
several signs need to be processed. Even if key frames are
considered as representatives for videos, the size and
processing complexity will become difficult to manage when
the database size is considerably large. This problem has
motivated us to think of capturing the entire sign video
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information in a single frame and study the performance of
the sign recognition system. Thus, the idea of Sign Energy
Image (SEI) is explored in this work to reduce the storage and
processing complexity of the sign recognition system. SEI for
a given sign can be computed as follows.
Let F1, F2, F3…Fu be the u number of frames extracted from
the given sign video. Each frame is processed has discussed in
section 3.1 to produce a binary frame with segmented hand
and face regions. The Sign Energy Image (SEI) is obtained by
aggregating the pixel intensities of the frames as follows
SEI i  x, y  

1 u
 Fk  x, y 
u j 1

(1)

The degree of belongingness of each pixel’s intensity value
within 3X3 neighbourhood of pixels to a fuzzy set is
computed using the fuzzy Gaussian membership function as
follows:
1  Gp   
 

  (Gp)  e 2   
I

denote the computed fuzzy membership values of intensity of
boundary pixels and the centre pixel within the 3X3
neighbourhood as described in the above paragraph. The
Fuzzy Gaussian LBP number (FzGLBP) can be computed as
follows:
P

FzGLBP   S * 2i 1

SEI

SEI reflects the intensity changes over hand movements in a
sequence of frames. Higher pixel intensity value at a position
reflects the frequent hand movements at that position.

(3)

i 1

where

Frames

(2)

Let I (GP ) (for P = 1, 2, 3, . . .,8) and I (Gc ) respectively

Where Fk (x, y) denote the intensity of a pixel at the location
(x, y) of kth frame of a sign. Figure 3 shows an example SEI
computed for a sign.

Figure 3 Sequence of binary images aggregated to produce
SEI.

2

1

S 

0

if   (G )    (G )
I P
I
otherwise

c

Figure 4 shows an example 3×3 neighborhood pixel and the
computation of Fuzzy Gaussian LBP code. Figure 5 shows an
example instances of two SEIs and the corresponding Fuzzy
Gaussian LBP Histograms computed for a sign “I Want
Coffee”. Figure 6 to Figure 8 shows example instances of
SEIs for different signs.

Figure 4 Computation of Fuzzy Gaussian LBP code.

3.3 Fuzzy Gaussian LBP Histogram
Once a SEI is obtained for a sign, descriptive features are
extracted from SEI for its representation. Fuzzy-Gaussian
membership function is used to fuzzify the intensity values of
SEI and then basic LBP texture descriptor is applied to
characterize the images.
Let μ and σ respectively denote the mean and standard
deviation of the intensity of pixels in a 3X3 neighbourhood of
pixels in an image. Let GP denote the grey value of a pixel in
a topology of circle with radius R and N number of neighbors
and Gc denote the centre pixel. The values μ and σ are
computed as follows:

𝜇=

𝜎=

𝑃
𝑖=1

𝑃
𝑖=1 𝐺𝑖

+ 𝐺𝑐
(𝑃 + 1)

𝐺𝑖 − 𝜇 2 + 𝐺𝑐 − 𝜇
(𝑃 + 1)

2

Figure 5 (a) (and (b) shows Fuzzy Gaussian LBP
Histogram for SEI of two different instances of sign “I
want Coffee”.

Figure 6 SEI of Ten different instances of sign “I want Coffee”.

Figure 7 SEI of Ten different instances of sign “I want note book”.
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Figure 8 SEI of Ten different instances of sign “I want pen”.
Assuming that there is r number of samples in a cluster, in
general, the texture feature vectors describing all the r SEI
samples belonging to jth cluster of ith class as shown in eq (5)

3.4 Symbolic Representation of Signs
Further, in order to capture intra-class variations of a
particular sign and to choose multiple representatives, all the
instances of a sign are clustered using hierarchical clustering
technique. In order to obtain natural clusters, the idea of
inconsistency co-efficient is used during clustering.
Inconsistency coefficient values obtained depend on how the
samples in a class are clustered at various levels. In order to
find the adaptive threshold to cut the dendrogram to obtain
natural clusters, the maximum inconsistent coefficient value
where all samples are clustered into one cluster is considered
and the standard deviation (γ) of all the non-zero
inconsistency coefficient values is obtained. The threshold can
be computed by subtracting the standard deviation (γ)
multiplied by a small constant value (δ) from the maximum
inconsistency coefficient values as follows:
Th = max (Inconsistency coefficients) – (δ * γ)
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(5)
The variation among the kth feature is captured by
consolidating the feature values to an interval as follows:

1
𝑟

=

standard deviation of the kth texture feature values of all the r
SEI samples belonging to jth cluster of ith class respectively.
Now, the variations with respect to the kth feature due to
texture among all samples in a cluster is captured as follows:

+ 𝜎𝑇𝑘
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is the interval representing the

th

k feature value due to texture of sign samples belonging to jth
cluster of ith class.

Let Ck = {Ck1,Ck2,Ck3,..,Ckd} be the d number of clusters
particular

= 𝑇𝐹21 , 𝑇𝐹22 , 𝑇𝐹23 , … , 𝑇𝐹2𝑢

𝑇𝑟

Let Fkp = {Fk1p, Fk2p, Fk3p,..,Fkup}be the feature vector of
u - dimension describing pth instance of kth SEI. The m
instances of SEIs of a sign Sk are clustered to capture intraclass variations of a sign Sk.

a

(𝑖𝑗 )

𝑇3

Let S = {S1, S2, S3,..,Sn} be the n number of signs considered to
train
the
system
for
recognition.
Let Sk = {Sk(1),Sk(2),Sk(3),..,Sk(m)} be the m number of instances
of a sign Sk captured from different signers or same signers at
different
instances
of
time
and
SEIk = {SEIk(1),SEIk(2), SEIk(3),..,SEIk(m)} be the corresponding
m Sign Energy Images obtained respectively for m instances
of a sign Sk.

for

= 𝑇𝐹11 , 𝑇𝐹12 , 𝑇𝐹13 , … , 𝑇𝐹1𝑢

𝑇2

The values for δ are empirically chosen through several
experiments.

obtained

(𝑖𝑗 )

𝑇1

=

Hence, the feature vectors representing the reference sign
samples in terms of texture belonging to jth cluster of ith class
is of interval valued type as follows:

be the feature

vector of u-dimension describing the texture of lth sign sample
belonging to jth cluster of ith class, in general.

𝑅𝑆

𝑖𝑗

=

(𝑖𝑗 )−

𝑇𝐹1

(𝑖𝑗 )+

, 𝑇𝐹1

(𝑖𝑗 )−

, 𝑇𝐹2

(𝑖𝑗 )+

, 𝑇𝐹2

Likewise, symbolic feature vectors are computed for all the
clusters of all the signs. The collection of all the symbolic
feature vectors effectively represents signs of all classes of a
dataset in the knowledgebase.

3.5 Matching and Recognition
In order to recognize the given test sign, the sign is
preprocessed and its SEI is computed.

(𝑖𝑗 )−

, 𝑇𝐹3

(𝑖𝑗 )+

, 𝑇𝐹3

(𝑖𝑗 )−

, … , 𝑇𝐹𝑢

(𝑖𝑗 )+

, 𝑇𝐹𝑢

(8)

Let TS = {TF1,TF2,TF3 ,…, TFu} be the u-dimension texture
feature vector representing the test sign sample to be
recognized. Chi-square distance measure is explored for the
purpose of comparing reference sign feature vector with the
test sign feature vector as follows
Dissimilarity between the test and reference sign with respect
to kth feature represented interms of crisp and interval type
data is computed as
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0
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,

The total similarity value between test and reference sign due
to all the features is given by

𝐷𝑆 𝑇𝑆, 𝑅𝑆 =

1
𝑢
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(9)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Accuracy =

CP + CN
NS

(11)

Precision =

CP
CP + FP

(12)

𝑢

𝐷𝑆 𝑇𝑆𝑘 , 𝑅𝑆𝑘 ]

(10)

𝑘=1

where u = 256.
First Nearest Neighbour classification technique is used to
classify the given test sign sample as one among the known
sign class.

4. EXPERIMENTATION
In order to study the efficacy of the proposed sign language
recognition system, an extensive experimentation was
conducted on a considerable more number of videos of signs.
A sign language database which consisting of videos of signs
describing the sentences used by the hearing impaired people
in their day-to-day life is created. The signs made by the
students from different schools of Mysore zone are captured
in a controlled environment.
A single digital camera is used to capture signs at the rate of
30 frames / second in VGS model. The Digital camera is
placed in front of the signer to capture the signs made by the
signer. Once the sign videos are captured, a pre-processing
phase is followed as explained in section 3.1. A particular sing
made by the different signers at different instances possess
variations with respect to time takes to complete a sign. In
order to study these variations among the signs made by the
same signer at different instances of time and also by the
different signers, a sign is captured with four different signers
and each signer performing ten repetitions of signs. Hence,
the UoM-ISL dataset contains 1040 videos of 26 different
signs. Thus, there are 1040 videos of signs (17.3 Hours) used
for the experimental analysis. Several experiments are
conducted for different percentages of training and testing.
The experiments are repeated for 50 random sets of training
and testing samples.
The values for δ in Eqn. (4) can be in the range 0. 1 to 1.
However, the number of clusters is significantly changed for
only some values of δ. In our experiments, it is found that the
number of clusters obtained for δ = (0.1, 0.5, 1) are
significantly different and hence, these three values are
chosen for three different experiments on dataset of signs
considered.
Performance of any classification or recognition system is
measured in terms of its accuracy, precision, recall and Fmeasure and are defined as follows: These measures are
defined on the basis of correct positive (CP), correct negative
(CN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) for the
overall test samples (NS).

Recall =

CP
CP+ FN

F - measure =

 2* Precision* Recall 
 Precision+ Recall 

(13)

(14)

Table 1 presents the recognition rate in terms of average
F-measure of 50 random trails for different percentages of
training and testing samples.
The confusion matrices have shown in Figure 7and 8 presents
the class wise performance of the proposed method interms of
F-measure. From the above results, we have observed that the
proposed method has shown good recognition rate for most of
the signs. Proposed model achieved the overall average
recognition accuracy of 79.13 percentage for 60:40 ratios of
training and testing with 324 numbers of representatives.
Experiments have also revealed the fact that higher
recognition rate is achieved for more number of
representatives with more number of training samples. With
this observation, we understand that more representatives are
needed for a class when there are more intra-class variations
in that class and hence the total sign representatives also
increase for the entire sign database.
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed Fuzzy
Gaussian LBP feature extraction technique, with interval
valued type symbolic representation scheme, we compared the
results obtained by the proposed methodology on UoM-ISL
data set with that of LBPV feature extraction technique with
symbolic representation scheme. The reason for considering
LBPV feature extraction technique is that it is accepted as the
best texture descriptor among the variants of LBP.
Table 2 presents the results obtained for LBPV feature
extraction technique with symbolic representation. It can be
observed from the results presented in Table 1 and Table 2
that the proposed Fuzzy Gaussian LBP technique has yielded
better results compared to LBPV technique.
Also, the results of the proposed methodology are compared
with different combinations of feature extraction and
representation techniques. Table 3 presents the overall
average recognition accuracy in terms of F-measure for
different combinations. It can be observed from the results
that the proposed feature extraction and representation
technique has yielded better results compared to other
combinations. First nearest neighbor classification technique
is used in all the experiments.
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Table 1: Overall classification performance of the proposed method
Sign Language Dataset

Ratio of Training and
Testing samples
60:40

UoM – ISL Dataset

50:50

40:60

Number of
representatives
211
291
324
211
267
324
211
291
324

Recognition rate in terms of
average F-measure
70.43 ± 1.70
75.92 ± 0.83
79.13 ± 1.22
68.38 ± 1.38
74.76 ± 1.36
75.76 ± 1.45
68.38 ± 0.38
74.28 ± 1.36
76.81 ± 0.76

Table 2: Overall classification performance of LBPV features with symbolic representation.
Sign Language Data
Set

Ratio of Training and
Testing
60:40

UoM –ISL Sign
Language Data

50:50

40:60

In order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model
(FzGLBP + Symbolic representation) with other feature
extraction and representation techniques, experiments were
also conducted using LBPV with crisp and symbolic
representation and the results are tabulated in Table 3.
In our experiments, the number of training samples used for
LBPV with crisp representation is 624 for 60:40 ratios and an
average recognition accuracy of 30.40 percentage is obtained,
whereas for the proposed method has yielded 79.13
percentage of recognition accuracy of 79.13 for 60:40 ratios
with only 324 representatives. The results clearly show that
the proposed feature extraction and representation techniques
performs better compared to other combinations.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an attempt has been made to address the
problem of sign language recognition at sentence level. The
proposed method exploits the idea of Sign Energy Image
(SEI), texture description and symbolic data analysis concepts
to characterize and effectively represent a sign. The idea of
SEI reduces the number of frames needed to be processed and
also the problem of uneven number of frames captured for a
sign. Since, SEI aggregates the entire video information into a
single frame, it reduces the overall time complexity and
storage space requirement. In addition, as the method
explored the concept of symbolic data analysis, it provides
effective representation capturing intra-class variation in a
sign. To study the efficacy of the proposed approach,
extensive experiments were carried out on a considerably
large database of signs created by us. The experimental
results illustrate that the proposed method shows good
performance in terms of precision, recall and F-measure rates.
Also, in order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
fuzzy Gaussian LBP feature extraction technique with that of
LBPV with crisp and symbolic representation techniques,
several experiments were carried out for different
combination of feature extraction and representation

Number of
representatives
188
264
314
188
264
314
188
264
314

Recognition Rate
Average for overall Classes
66.48 ± 0.70
69.19 ± 0.66
77.08 ± 0.60
64.86 ± 1.12
67.08 ± 0.75
73.99 ± 0.55
60.92 ± 0.59
61.42 ± 1.10
70.50 ± 0.60

techniques. The results are compared and found that the
proposed combination has yielded better results.
Table 3: Results for different combinations of feature
extraction and representation
Different combinations

Recognition rate (Average Fmeasure)

LBPV with crisp
representation

30.40

(624 training samples)
LBPV with symbolic
representation

77.08

(314 training samples)
FzGLBP with crisp
representation

61.02

(624 training samples)
FzGLBP with symbolic
representation (Proposed
Method)

79.13

(324 training samples)
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